
Mob5tar Minutes 
  

Minute:          10 
Date:              27th Janurary, 2010 
Time:              3:30pm-6pm 
Venue:            SIS GSR 2.6 
 
Attendance:    Sunita More, Shaun Lee, Saurav Sarkar, Nayeem, Palak 
Absentees:      None 
Latecomer:      None 
  
Agenda: 
  

 Prepare for Supervisor Meeting 

 Work on delegated tasks 

 



Tasks Done Done by / Deadline 

 Work on Search functionality Shaun, Nayeem 

 Work on Datastore and Admin functionality Sunita, Saurav 

 Updating of Wiki Page 

o Adding general information  

 Prepare slides for Supervisor Meeting 

Palak 

Supervisor Meeting 4 

Agenda: 

 Administrative GUI design prototype 

 Metric- Team Confidence Level 

 Team Wiki  

Points Discussed: 

Feedback and suggestions on GUI Design Prototype: 

 Don’t call it “main tag” 

 Try to make the user enter the input in the format its meant to be 

 Suggestions: Admin could enter regex to find relevant code 

 Figure out the easiest way to specify the necessary info.  

 Design an interface to display the code tree-and admin selects 

 Combine testing and data entry 

o Do it like a wizard 

o Select text-this text defines the URL 

o Show the visible stuff(shows on screen)-and the tags 

around it-remove the stuff not related to the link 

o Take the actual stuff on firebug, show the links, expand 

the tree, and figure out the relevant ones 

o Easiest-if admin cud specify xpath or regex search 

o Or- admin Mouseover to relevant stuff and back-end picks 

it up 

o Build this in stages-do the part that u can do quickest-

admin inputs search query 

Attendees: 
Kevin Steppe 
Saurav Sarkar 
Nayeem 
Palak 
Sunita 
Shaun 



 

 Minutes done by Palak Bumb 

o But its part 2 of the interface, so start by building that 1st 

o Look up Multi-step wizard 

Feedback and suggestions on the Team Wiki Page: 

 Addition to the wiki-audience, readers Prof Ben, Reviewers, 

outsiders, current projects, future projects, general public, Prof 

Steve! 

 Where are we now-current status, progress, internal guide 

 Random people-technical stuff, solve problems, how did we use 

it, how did we do it,  

 Future students-technologies, how we did it. 

 Limited concentration span of readers-try to put main stuff on 

first few pages. 

Aim for next week: 

 Integrate back end and front end HTML with datastore and search 

function 

 Focus on the functionalities for now 


